Conditions of Sale
Glass doors and hardware
Doors are made to order to the individual specifications of the Buyer. Once production has commenced, it
is not possible to cancel or amend the order.
Glass doors are supplied in accordance with common industry practices and Glass and Glazing Federation
guidelines, unless stated otherwise. It is important to thoroughly check doors. Doors should not have any
visible defects or damages when viewed in natural daylight from a distance of 3 metres or above. In rooms
where there is no daylight scratches should be viewed in artificial light from a fixed wall or ceiling outlets
NOT from portable equipment such as a torch.
All goods must be paid for in full prior to delivery. The price for goods is in £ Sterling. Prices are subject to
VAT at the prevailing rate at the time of supply.
Lead times are estimated and are not a firm date of arrival for goods. Any dates specified by the Seller for
delivery of goods are approximate and may not be made of the essence by notice. The Seller shall not be
liable to the Buyer in any manner or deemed to be in breach of the Contact because of any delay in
performing or any failure to perform any of the Seller’s obligations under the Contract if the delay or
failure was due to any cause beyond the Seller’s control. The seller shall not be liable for any loss (including
loss of profit), caused directly or indirectly by any delay in the delivery of the goods. Tradesmen should not
be booked before receiving and checking goods.
The Seller warrants that, on delivery, the goods will be of satisfactory quality and fit for purpose. The seller
is not liable for defects arising from faults caused by incorrect or poor installation or fitting. The Seller does
not guarantee the appearance of the decorative finish of hardware/ironmongery, glass, lacquer finishes
and other component parts, that may be subject to exposure to adverse or harsh conditions (including
corrosive environments such as coastal areas, pools, steam rooms; commercial and industrial use).
As we (the Seller) do not always know the circumstance in which the products are intended for use, it is the
Buyer’s responsibility to inform us (the Seller) of any requirements in relation to compliance with Building
Regulations.

Seller: Elegant Doors Ltd, Unit 5 Ascot Ind Est, Lenton Street. Sandiacre. Nottingham. NG10 5DL
Buyer: The person or company whose order for the Goods or Services is accepted by the Seller.

